How to make your mask

1. Glue your mask onto some backing card
2. Cut out your mask. Don’t forget to cut out the eyes!
3. Decorate your character – get creative!
4. Punch through the small dots by the eyes and carefully cut along the dotted lines to help the elastic fit round
5. Ask a friend or a helper to measure your elastic to fit
6. Tie the elastic through the holes and slots
7. Wow everyone with your amazing mask!

Materials needed
- This mask template
- Things to decorate your mask with (e.g., coloured paper, tissue paper, newspaper, pipe cleaners, colouring crayons, felt tips, tin foil, feathers, paint)
- Scissors, glue, elastic and backing card
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1. Glue your mask onto some backing card
2. Cut out your mask. Don't forget to cut out the eyes!
3. Decorate your character – get creative!
4. Punch through the small dots by the eyes to help the elastic fit round
5. Ask a friend or a helper to measure your elastic to fit
6. Feed the elastic through the holes
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8. Show everyone with your amazing mask!

Materials needed
- Scissors
- Glue
- Elastic and backing card
- This mask template
- Things to decorate your mask with (eg: coloured paper, tissue paper, newspaper, pipe cleaners, colouring crayons, felt tips, tin foil, feathers, paint)